COMPLETE SIGNAL TIMING AND OPERATIONS SOLUTION
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POWERED BY ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Why are 90% of Traffic Signals
NOT OPTIMIZED
OPTIMIZED??
Traffic Signal optimization has proven to reduce traffic accidents by 32%.(Federal Highway Administration)
Not to mention the benefits of reduction in travel time, stops, vehicle emissions and fuel consumption.
Then, why aren’t more traffic signal timings deployed in the field? The answer is simple:

INSUFFICIENT RESOURCES TO CREATE AND
IMPLEMENT TIMING PLANS.
INSUFFICIENT
traffic count data

The workflow is too
CONVOLUTED

The current way of counting traffic uses either humans to
physically count the vehicles, or recorded video.
This is not sustainable and only provides snapshot data.
We only collect data on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
since we know that traffic patterns on the other 4 days
are different. Then we use this incorrect data to operate
traffic signals all 7 days.
The workflow is complex.
Step 1. Collect data

The models are
FLAWED

Step 2. Use a software like PASSER, Synchro to develop
timing plans
Step 3. Input the timing plans to the ATMS Software
and download
Step 4. Tweak the timing plans in the field
These steps are broken and require the use of multiple
standalone software and disconnected steps.

“WHY IS TIMING PLAN CREATION
SO DIFFICULT?”

“

“

Bill Henry, P.E.

Jason Chai, E.I

Traffic Engineering Manager| Little Rock, AR

Traffic Engineer | City of Maryville, TN

Gathering traffic count data is the toughest part
of signal timing. Developing good timing plans requires
engineering expertise and a lot of training.”

Our biggest challenge when
starting signal retiming is collecting
reliable data counts.”

Seamlessly Integrate all
Workflow with code|GREEN.

COLLECT DATA, CREATE TIMING PLANS,
DEPLOY AND CONTROL YOUR INTERSECTION
FROM ONE SOFTWARE .
COLLECT
DATA
The GIGO principle (Garbage In,
Garbage Out) is well known.
The quality of the timing plans is
determined by the quality of the
collected turning movement data.
Poor data means poor
timing plans.
code|GREEN solves this
problem by applying the Artificial
Intelligence technology used in
mission-critical autonomous
vehicles. Data can be
automatically collected 24/7/365
with unprecedented accuracy.

CREATE
TIMING PLANS
Existing timing plan generation
software like Synchro, PASSER,
Transyt, etc. are standalone and
operate in isolation. One has
to physically input data into the
software. After a timing plan is
generated, one has to physically
print out the output for
further application.
code|GREEN solves this problem
by directly importing data
from the field. Once the timing
plans are created and approved,
code|GREEN directly downloads
them to signal controllers.

CONTROL
INTERSECTIONS
code|GREEN is compatible
with all brands and models of
controllers and cabinets.
This universal compatibility permits
full control of any intersection.
code|GREEN is a de facto ATMS
system, giving you the ability to
operate your intersection with
full visibility.
Creation and field-deployment of a
timing plan takes less than
2 minutes from start to finish.

IMAGINE WHAT YOU CAN DO...
NEVER HAVE TO COLLECT
intersection turning movement data.

Create signal timing plans for
EACH DAY of the week.

Create and deploy timing plans
UNDER 2 MINUTES.

NO SIGNAL TRANSITION between
timing plans or after signal preemption.

ONLY ONE SYSTEM to collect
data, create timing plans, and
control the intersection.

CURRENT TECHNOLOGY

THE

SOLUTION

Timing plans are created using a snapshot data
collected during one day without consideration
that the data varies day-to-day.

code|GREEN collects accurate turning movement
counts 24/7/365. Using this data, timing plans can be
created for each day of the week.

The current workflow for creating timing plans is
fragmented. Data is collected using one discrete
technology, timing plans are created using
another, and finally, intersections are controlled
using yet another.

code|GREEN seamlessly integrates all workflow
from data collection through intersection control.
What used to take months is reduced
to mere minutes.

Existing vehicle detection and data collection
methodologies lack accuracy.

code|GREEN uses Convolution Neural Networks
(CNN), a technology used by autonomous vehicles for
mission-critical vehicle recognition
and classification.

SINGLE-SCREEN SOFTWARE WITH USER INTERFACE
DEVELOPED BY A TRAFFIC ENGINEER
MANAGE UNLIMITED TIMING PLANS

WORK ON A REAL-WORLD MAP

ARTERIAL CONFIGURATION
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SCHEDULE MANAGER

EDITABLE TIME-SPACE DIAGRAM

TIMING PLAN EDITOR

